Which Nouns Need to Be Capitalized?

Complete each sentence with the correct form of the noun in parenthesis.

1. Mama and I will go to the _______________ next month.  (lake or Lake)

2. Aunt Jo went to _______________ for the weekend.  (lake placid, Lake placid, or Lake Placid)

3. Ivy and Jan went to _______________.  (florida or Florida)

4. We live near the _______________.  (city or City)

9. Can we play with the _______________?  (kitten or Kitten)

10. That girl lives on _______________.  (adam street, Adam street, or Adam Street)

11. Most of the houses on my _______________ are made of brick.  (street or Street)

12. My birthday is next _______________.  (month or Month)

13. Dad’s birthday is in _______________.  (january or January)

14. I could see _______________ with my telescope.  (jupiter or Jupiter)
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